
 

 
 

COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION 
 

SPECIAL MEETING 
March 15, 2016  5:30p.m. 

Council Chambers 
AGENDA       Page 

1.0 ADDITIONS TO AGENDA 

 

2.0 ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

2.1 None   

3.0 PRESENTATIONS 

3.1  None 

4.0 UNFINISHED BUSINESS  

4.1 1031 Sixth Ave.  Heritage Revitalisation Agreement proposal 

5.0 NEW BUSINESS 

5.1 None  

6.0 REPORTS AND INFORMATION 

6.1 None  

7.0 CORRESPONDENCE 

7.1  None  

8.0 NEXT MEETING 

8.1 Next Meeting Date: 

April 6, 2016 6:00pm or at the call of the Chair 

9.0 ADJOURNMENT 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Please RSVP by Monday March 14, 2016 to: 
Janet Zazubek  jzazubek@newwestcity.ca   604.527.4656 
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City of New Westminster   
 

                          ON-TABLE 
R E P O R T  

 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

 
To:                 Community Heritage Commission 

 
Date: March 15, 2016 

 
From: Julie Schueck,  

Heritage Planner 
 

File: HER00563 

Subject: 1031 Sixth Avenue: Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement and 
Heritage Designation Bylaws 

 
 
PURPOSE 
 
The owner of 1031 Sixth Avenue has made an application to enter into a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement (HRA) in order to retain the 1891 McLaughlin house. The 
applicant intends to move the heritage house to the rear of the property and to construct a 
new house on the front of the property. The Community Heritage Commission (CHC) is 
being asked to provide a recommendation to Council. 
 
POLICY CONTEXT 
 
Official Community Plan 
 
The OCP land use designation for the subject site is (RL) Residential – Low Density. 
This area is intended to contain low density residential uses including single detached 
houses, houses with a secondary suite, duplexes, detached townhouses, low density 
multifamily uses, churches and may contain small scale local commercial uses such as 
home based businesses and corner stores.  
 
Zoning Bylaw 
 
The subject site is zoned Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts (NR-1). The 
intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings reflecting neighbourhood 
standards in the Kelvin, West End and Connaught Heights neighbourhoods. 
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Heritage Policy Context 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City 
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-
term legal protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including an 
increase in density, are seen as incentives that offer property owners a financially viable 
means for conservation. Provisions for the local government to negotiate a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement are set out in Section 610 of the Local Government Act.   
 
Heritage Designation Bylaw 
 
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected with a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that 
places long-term protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary form 
of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage property 
must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage 
Alteration Permit.  Provisions for the local government to place Heritage Designation 
Bylaws on properties are set out in Sections 611-613 of the Local Government Act.   
 
Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada 
 
Council adopted the “Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada” (“Standards & Guidelines”) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects 
within the city.  HRA proposals are carefully evaluated against it by staff to confirm 
compliance.   
 
Heritage Policy for the Use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements 
 
The City has a Heritage Policy for the Use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements that 
has the following objectives: 
 

• Ensure that the HRA policy is integrated with other important City policies. 
• Ensure that HRAs are used appropriately, and that they balance both public and 

private benefits. 
• Create an application process that is clear. 
• Establish a follow-up procedure to ensure that heritage conservation work is 

completed as promised.   
 
This policy also states that the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) may provide 
comment and a recommendation as part of the demolition permit process for properties 
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listed on the Heritage Register, and that they may provide comment for properties 
constructed prior to 1900. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The house located at 1031 Sixth Avenue was constructed in 1891 for the McLaughlin 
Family and, given its age and integrity, was placed on the City’s Heritage Register in 
2009.  The current owner purchased the property in 2014 with the intention of restoring 
the outside and renovating the inside.  The owner explored a number of options that 
would have resulted in the expansion of the house or the construction of a new laneway 
house through an HRA, but none met his family’s needs or schedule for construction. 
Given the age and status of the house, the owner was encouraged to reconsider the HRA 
option. As a result of further discussions, the applicant is moving forward with this HRA 
application.  
 
PROPOSAL 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement Approach 
 
The applicant and staff have been exploring a Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
proposal that would see the historic house relocated onto a new foundation at the rear of 
the property, and a new house constructed on the front portion of the property.  The 
houses would be offset from each other, giving each house visibility to and from the 
street. The historic house would become a “laneway house” and the lot would not be 
subdivided. Proposed site plan is attached as Appendix 1. 
 
The historic house has a footprint of approximately 800 square feet (74.3 sq.m.) and an 
overall size of approximately 1,500 square feet (139.4 sq.m.).  It currently has a floor 
space ratio of 0.356. Historic house elevations are attached as Appendix 2. 
 
The applicant has plans for a new house that he would submit as part of a new HRA.  The 
footprint of the new house is approximately 887.5 square feet (82.5 sq.m.) and has an 
overall size of approximately 2,161.3 square feet 200.8 sq.m.).  It would have a floor 
space ratio of 0.493.  Proposed new house elevations are attached as Appendix 3. 
 
Together, the two houses would have a floor space ratio of 0.848. They would fit snugly 
on the site together, with sufficient usable outdoor space for both houses, located between 
the two houses and at the east side of the new house. One parking pad could likely be 
accommodated off the rear lane. The design of the proposed new house is complimentary 
to the historic house.  
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Evaluation 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement Policy 
 
Staff is working on technical aspects of this HRA application, including the timing of 
construction of the new house in relation to the historic house. Normal procedure is that 
an HRA applicant receives the benefit of the HRA only after the work on the historic 
building has been completed. However, given that this house falls within the special 
category of being pre-1900, staff has proposed to Council that the applicant be allowed to 
complete work on the new house so that his family may move into it as soon as possible. 
Staff and the solicitor would determine the best way to ensure that work on the historic 
house is completed as per the Heritage Conservation Plan, an earlier draft of which is 
attached as Appendix 4. (Note that this Plan would be updated with the new proposal.) 
 
Standards and Guidelines 
 
The HRA application has been evaluated against the “Standards and Guidelines for the 
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada” and meets it in the following ways: 
 

• The character-defining elements would be left intact and repaired; 
• There would be minimal intervention to the historic house in terms of design and 

massing; 
• The house would retain its spatial integrity; and 
• The new house is visually compatible with and distinguishable from the historic 

house. 
 
The HRA application does not meet the “Standards and Guidelines” in that the historic 
house would become subordinate to the new house. However, staff feels that the 
retention, restoration and long-term protection of the historic house warrants this situation 
given that it is a pre-1900 house. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Community Heritage Commission  
 
At the March 2, 2016 meeting, staff informed the CHC that the demolition permit 
application is on hold as per the City’s Withholding of Approvals Bylaw, and that the 
applicant is considering a new HRA submission.   
 
The CHC subsequently made a recommendation to Council regarding the demolition 
permit application, stating that they do not support the demolition permit application for 
1031 Sixth Avenue and that they encourage the applicant to find a way to retain the 
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heritage house through either a laneway house or creating a duplex. They also 
recommended that Council find ways to incentivize this potential HRA. 
 
 Laneway House Guidelines 
 
The City does not have established guidelines for the design of laneway or coach houses.  
Ongoing discussions with the community during the Official Community Plan review 
show that the community is generally in favour of laneway or coach houses if they are 
‘done right’.   
 
Based on the guidelines from other cities with laneway/coach house programs, some 
basic design principles that staff is considering, are that the laneway/coach house be in 
the 800 to 1,000 square foot range, that it visually address the lane, that there be 
sufficient outdoor space, and that there not be any privacy concerns (overlook into 
neighbouring yards). 
 
In this application, the historic house would become a laneway house that would need to 
be evaluated against the above principles. A preliminary analysis indicates that the 
historic laneway house would: 
 

• Be approximately 1,500 square feet (139.4 sq.m.) total (with an approximately 800 
sq.ft./74.3 sq.m. footprint). 

• Be located as closely as possible to the rear property line and east side property 
line to maximize distance between buildings on the lot, and resulting open space. 

• Have minimized overlook by locating a side wall with fewer windows toward the 
rear and east side property lines (to which it would be closest), and walls with 
windows and doors toward the interior of the lot and the west side property line, 
from which it would be furthest. 

 
The laneway house would not address the lane, which staff considers to be acceptable 
given this is not a newly designed laneway house, but a re-use of an historic house. 
Further, staff suggests that the protection of a pre-1900 house provides justification for a 
larger laneway house than what would normally be accepted. 
 
PROCESS 
 
Estimated Schedule 
 
Given the importance of this historic house and the willingness of the applicant to pursue 
an HRA, staff proposed an expedited timeline, which Council authorized at its March 14, 
2016 meeting. The expedited timeline would be made possible by scheduling special 
meetings (i.e. a special CHC meeting, and a special Public Hearing date).  
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Preliminary report to Regular Council      March 14, 2016 
Community Heritage Commission      March 15, 2016 
Community Consultation       March 2016 
Advisory Planning Commission      April 19, 2016 
Consideration of heritage bylaws for first and second readings  April 25, 2016 
Newly scheduled Public Hearing and consideration of third reading May 9, 2016 
Consideration of adoption of heritage bylaws    May 30, 2016 
 
Construction Timing 
 
The time that the review of the HRA application would take is of concern to the owner as 
this would be construction of his family home, and one of the reasons he previously 
chose to forego pursuing an HRA. To assist with reducing the time between application 
and construction, staff would work with the City solicitor to explore ways that 
construction on the new house could begin prior to beginning work on the heritage house. 
The key would be to ensure that the work on the heritage house is secured despite 
allowing work on the new house to proceed. That the two houses would remain on one 
lot (i.e. there would be no subdivision) provides some level of assurance that work would 
be complete. Staff would be looking for further levels of assurance. 
 
OPTIONS 
 
The following options are available for consideration by the Community Heritage 
Commission: 
 

1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council support 
the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 1031 Sixth Avenue;   or 

 
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council support 

the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 1031 Sixth Avenue with the following 
suggestions……;   or 
 

3) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council not 
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 1031 Sixth Avenue;   or  

4)  Give an alternative recommendation.    
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Appendix 1 

Proposed Site Plan





Appendix 2 

Historic House Elevations





Appendix 3 

Proposed New House Elevations





Attachment 4

Heritage Conservation Plan



CONSERVATION PLAN - David McLaughlin House - 1891 

1031 Sixth Avenue, New Westminster BC 

CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE


The David McLaughlin House will continue on its original site, in its current location and 
with its single-detached residential use. The house will be lifted 11” higher than its 
current height, to accommodate a concrete foundation and usable crawl space. 


As the heritage house is under built for the size of its lot and the geological conditions 
on the property prohibit excavation for an additional level of living space in the form of 
a basement - a new, detached single-family infill dwelling will be introduced at the back 
of the property as part of a heritage revitalization agreement.


Restoration and Preservation are the main conservation objectives for the heritage 
house where extant and/or missing original exterior elements require straightforward 
maintenance, repair or replication. 


Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the timber foundation which will be 
reconstructed in concrete and where a new 4’ crawl space will be introduced.  
Furthermore, a new single-storey extension for the kitchen will be added at the rear of 
house to replace the former single-storey kitchen structure that has been lost due to 
extreme deterioration.
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION


The David McLaughlin House is an L shaped, two-storey, wood-frame house. It 
features two intersecting gable roofs and projecting canted bays on the southern 
(facade) and western elevations. This is a working class, moderately ornamented 
Queen Anne style home which was the trending residential style in Vancouver and New 
Westminster in the 1880s and 90s. There is a minimum of contemporary alterations to 
the building; most original elements and features are intact. 


Typical of the Queen Anne style, the building has narrow, vertical proportions and an 
asymmetrical plan. A small covered entry porch with ornamental brackets extends from 
the centre of the principle facade. The building is clad in early, horizontal vee-joint 
wood siding. The two sets of bay windows on the ground floor feature decorative cast-
iron cresting and fish scale shingled mansard roofs. The windows on the house are all 
double-hung wood-sash windows of Victorian proportions (tall and narrow) and style 
(horned). 


On site analysis revealed the following approximate original colour scheme:


Body: Edwardian Pewter VC-23


Sash: Gloss black VC-35


Trim, soffits and ornamental elements: Harris Cream VC-4


Bay roof shingles and vertical cladding at base: Pendrell Red VC-29


CONDITION ASSESSMENT

Overall the building is generally in fair condition. 

a. Structure


The exterior building lines are true to the eye, there is no visual evidence of structural 
distortion or obvious failures. 


b. Foundations and Masonry


The timber foundation is in poor condition. There are rotting areas where it meets the 
soil and the building framing. A non-loadbearing, recently installed perimeter concrete 
block foundation is in fair condition.


c. General Wood Elements


Inspection exposed rot in most window sills, many windows sashes, about 20% of 
cladding and most corner and water boards. The framing timber is in good condition.
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d. Roofing


Contemporary asphalt roofing shingles and gutters have recently been installed. The 
surviving bay window roof shingles need repair and replication where missing.


e. Windows and Doors


All original wood windows survive on the building, but the sashes are deteriorated 
beyond repair due to lack of maintenance and excessive exposure to moisture. Most of 
the window sashes exhibit areas of rot, splitting or detachment from glazing and are 
dysfunctional. Window and door frames are generally in decent condition requiring 
repair, repainting and the odd in-kind replacement. Exterior front door is contemporary. 
Back door is missing.

RECOMMENDED CONSERVATION PROCEDURES

The following procedures are according to conservation standards for historic buildings 
as established by the Parks Canada, Historic Places Initiative (HPI) and listed in 
Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.


Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the 
existing materials, form and integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, 
while protecting its heritage value.


Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing 
the state of a historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular 
period in its history, while protecting its heritage value.


Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible 
contemporary use of an historic place or of an individual component, through repair, 
alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its heritage value.


a. Structure - Rehabilitation: 

• The dwelling’s balloon framed structure will be lifted off its timber and concrete block 
foundation to enable the installation of a new concrete foundation and the 
construction of a usable 4’ crawl space. To accommodate the full 4’ in the crawl 
space the dwelling will sit 11” higher than its current height. 

• Wood framing will be selectively repaired, upgraded and adapted for improved 
integrity, only where exposed to complete the work as defined on the Building 
Permit drawings. New supplemental framing to be sistered onto existing framing 
where required. 

• New crawl space and new kitchen area with back porch, to be constructed using 
2x6 framing meeting current code requirements for insulation and rainscreen cavity. 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b. Roof and Rainwater Works - Preservation & Restoration: 

•  Asphalt roofing shingles and metal gutters, which are stylistically in keeping with 
the original roofs and waterworks design of the house, have been recently installed. 

•  Restore & repaint original fish scale shingles on facade bay roof. Replicate and 
paint fish scale shingles on western elevation bay where missing. 

   c.    Masonry and Foundation – Rehabilitation: 

•  Install new concrete foundation


•  Install exterior wall dampproofing, under-slab membrane and perimeter drainage 

 d. Cladding and Trimwork - Restoration: 

• Existing/original horizontal vee-joint siding to remain on building.


• Repair or replicate in kind (wood species, profile and finish) deteriorated or 
damaged lap siding, exterior trim, fascia, moulding and water boards. 

• Areas requiring new framing, sheathing and cladding are to be constructed with a 
rainscreen cavity (crawl space and new kitchen addition). 


• Clad new crawl space in vertical siding, matching to a few surviving pieces of 
vertical boards found at foundation level on the north side of the house (see photo 
below) 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• Clad new kitchen addition in replica siding (wood species, profile and finish) to 
match horizontal vee-joint siding on existing house.


• Epoxy consolidants (Rot-Fix or equal) are acceptable for in situ repair of wood 
members. 


• Do not replace more material than necessary to avoid discontinuity of appearance.


e.  Decorative elements - Restoration and Preservation: 

• Cast iron decorative cresting above both bay windows is intact needing minor rust 
treatment and repainting. 

• The archival photo below shows evidence of wooden gable 
decorations and front porch brackets. A total of 5 missing 
wood ornaments will be replicated - two in the form of gable 
decorations for the gables above the bay windows and three 
in the form of brackets for the front porch, replicating the 
surviving single bracket (see photo - right).
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The below archival photograph of the house at 1031 Sixth 
Avenue from the early 1970s, will be used to restore the front 
porch details. A closer look at the image reveals four 
decorative corner brackets (painted in a dark colour here), a 
chamfered square column and a historic (lower) railing 
height.


credit: New Westminster Archives - building file for 1031 
Sixth Avenue



f. Front Porch - Restoration:

• Restore front porch column with slender, square column with chamfered/
fluted corners (see illustration on the top right).


• Rebuild front porch and stair railing in historically correct height (30”) as per 
archival photo. An additional glass or metal guard will be installed to bring the 
railing to a height that meets code requirements.


• Rebuild front stairs to porch with traditional wood elements and design  

• Replace front door with new (or salvaged) period appropriate wooden door 
with 3/4 glazing to fit in original frame and opening (see illustration on the 
bottom right).


• Introduce period appropriate front porch ceiling light
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two photos show front porch railings in historic height (24-30”) with 
modern extensions bringing them to code height. top: with glass 
and wood guard. bottom: with metal guard.



g. Windows and Doors - Restoration: 

Both exterior doors and all windows are scheduled for replacement with historically 
appropriate wood products.


• Replace all existing wood windows with new double-hung, double-glazed, wood 
windows, replicated to match the various sizes and assembly variations of the 
original double-hung horned windows on the house and to fit in original frames and 
openings (see photo below showing the two variations of double hung windows: 
divided lights 2/2 and single lights 1/1, in all cases with horns in the upper sashes).


• Replace all existing window sills in kind with replica sills of the same wood species, 
profile and dimensions.


• Introduce new casement wood window assemblies in the kitchen addition at the 
back of the house, as per the permit drawings. The roof of this addition will feature 
three skylights.


• Replace front door with new (or salvaged) period appropriate wooden door to fit in 
original frame and opening. 

• Introduce new glazed wooden door at the back, in the new kitchen addition.


h. Finishes - Restoration: 

• Test exterior paint for lead and follow 
WCB lead abatement procedures; 


• Follow Master Painters' Institute, 
Repainting Manual procedures, 
including 
removing loose paint down to next 
sound layer, clean surface with mild 
TSP solution with gentlest means 
possible, and rinse with clean water; 
do not use powerwashing.


• Use proposed historic colour scheme 
based on original colours. 


Proposed historic colour scheme, based 
on on-site paint scrapings, and matched 
to closest colours on the Benjamin 
Moore Vancouver True Colours palette 
on next page. 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Proposed historic colour scheme and placement at 1031 Sixth Avenue


Body: Edwardian Pewter VC-23


Sash: Gloss black VC-35 (doors can be lacquered unpainted)


Trim, soffits and ornamental elements: Harris Cream VC-4


Bay roof shingles and vertical cladding at base: Pendrell Red VC-29 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FUTURE CHANGES 

Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully 
considered for minimal affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-
Defining Elements (CDE) listed in the Statement of Significance.


Proposed changes to the house are primarily the reconstruction of foundation, crawl 
space and kitchen addition at the back. The changes are in keeping with the design 
traditions of the original house. The rear addition is set back from the corners of the 
house rear wall such that it is not visible from the principle street. 


A new infill dwelling subtly designed to integrate with the traditional house design but 
with understated features and mostly hidden from view at the back of the lot - will 
improve the sustainability and liveability of this historic property.


The changes listed below and illustrated on the next page are considered reasonable 
interventions given generally accepted conservation standards, rehabilitation needs for 
proposed uses and site conditions, technical and deterioration shortcomings, and the 
realities of achieving heritage retention through development incentives.

Proposed Alterations:

• Raise building 11 inches. 


• Construct new foundation and crawl space below existing main floor joists.


• Construct new kitchen addition at the back - an element that has historically existed 
on the house but has been rebuilt more than once.


• Rebuild front entry stairs.


• Construct sensitively designed, low visibility infill dwelling at the back of the 
property.
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Site plan and southwest elevation showing summary of proposed alterations: 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additions in pink: a 357 sq ft kitchen extension at the back of the house and a 1006 sq 
ft infill dwelling at the back of the property. Both practically non visible from the street.

This view of the southwest elevation shows the kitchen extension on the left and the 
raised house, now sitting 11” higher on a proper concrete foundation with a usable, 
enclosed 4’ crawls space.



MAINTENANCE PLAN 

Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building 
and land in good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance 
standards. All work should follow The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of 
Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The local government determines an 
acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is maintained through the 
Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such 
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior.

As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage 
resources, maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be 
kept in a reasonable condition so it continues to function properly without incurring 
major expenses to repair deterioration from neglect. To avoid compounding problems a 
continuity of informed supervision of assessments and repairs is essential.


A periodic Condition Survey by a Heritage Professional will enable the owner to 
anticipate and budget for upcoming repair or replacement work. The most frequent 
source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs, rainwater works and 
destructive pests.


Establish a maintenance plan using the information below:


Maintenance Checklist:


 a. Site  

• Ensure site runoff drainage directed away from buildings. 


• Maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a 12 inch 
wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas. 


• Do not permit vegetation (vines, etc.) to attached to the building. 
 


• Keep tree branches pruned so they don't overhang roofs.  

• Ensure roots from large trees to not stress and deform building foundation, or 
damage perimeter drainage piping. 


 b. Foundation  

• Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, 
deformation or cracking of foundation and if encountered seek advice from 
Professional Engineer.  

• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily by flushing and/or 
professional inspection every 3-5 years.  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• Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls 
or the slab-on-grade in the form of efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or 
staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can indicate a moisture problem.  

c. Masonry  

• Review structural integrity for deformation, leaning, cracked bricks and if 
encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer as may be related to 
foundation problem.


d. Wood Elements

•  In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood 
elements is critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.  

•  Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration mechanisms, identify 
source of problem and take corrective repair/replacement action:  

o wood in contact with ground or plantings;

o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits;

o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners;

o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, 
etc.);

o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) 
USE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PROCEDURES;

o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation).

• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs 
for deterioration. Anticipate replacement in kind of these elements every 10-15 
years.  

• Inspect paint finishes every 3-5 years and expect full repainting every 7-10 years. 
Look for:  

o bubbling, cracks, "alligatoring" or crazing, wrinkles, flaking, peeling or powdering;

o excessive fading of colours, especially dark tones;

• Note repainting shall be in historic colours approved for the HRA unless altered by 
Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) issued by the Local Authority.  

• Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking 
every 3-5 years.  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• Review metal flashings to ensure water runoff properly directed to the exterior and 
that flashing joints are intact.  

e. Windows and Doors

• Annually check integrity of window glazing putty for drying, cracking or loss.  

• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.  

• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. Poor operation can be a sign 
of building settlement distorting the frame, or sashes or doors may be warped.  

• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate annually.  

• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.  

f. Roofing and Rainwater Works 

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for: 

o loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;  
o excessive biological growth (moss) and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent 
trees; 
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope, especially at chimney.

• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose. 


• Plan for roof replacement at 18-22 years or longer.


• Annually inspect and clean gutters, flush out downpipes. Ensure gutters positively 
slope to downpipes, there are no leaks or water splashing onto building. 


• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements intact and secure.  

• Ensure downpipes inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed 
away from building onto concrete splash pads.  

g. General Cleaning

• Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric 
soot, biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.  

• Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and 
avoidable maintenance problems.  

• Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.  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• When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and 
low-pressure hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple 
Green©.  

• Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, 
seals, caulking and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and 
lead to bigger problems. 
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